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I Parts of a clrcle

I Chord propertles
r- properties in this section are
--=qSuent triangles.

. .\ Line from the centre of a circle
:o the mid-point of a chord meets

=e chord at right angles.
Given AM = MB,
then OM I AB.

r -1, perpendicular drawn to a

irord from the centre of a circle
lsects the chord.
Given OM I AB,
then AM = MB.

. Equal arcs of a circle subtend
equal angles at the centre.
Given AB = DC,
then ZAOB = /'DOC.

. Other properties arising from
these first three properties are:

. The perpendicular bisector of a
chord of a circle must pass
through the centre of the circle.
If AM = MB and NM 1AB,
then NM passes through O.

. The centre is the point of
intersection of the perpen-
dicular bisectors of lines
AB, BC and AC.

. Equal chords of a circle are
equidistant from the centre of
the circle.
Given AB = CD,
then OM = ON.

[See Test Yourself question 1]

r Many examples involving chord properties use
Pythagoras' theorem. Also, note that two equal
radii form the two sides of an isosceles triangle.

Remember, the perpendicutar from the centre bisects
the chord.

Given that a chord AB 10 cm [ong,
is 12 cm from the centre 0,

find the radius of the circte.

Join 0B and mark information on diagram.

In AOMB, using Pythagoras'theorem

Diameter= 2xradius

D=2r

or r=1D
7

proved using

a

r2 = I22 +52

= 769

,. r = "lTos

=13
Radius of the circte is 13 cm

Q n cnora is drawn 12 cm from

the centre of concentric circtes
with radii 13 cm and 15 cm.
Find the length of DB

in the diagram.

o

,r[a\
M5B

o,rh{\
MDB

oo
,,\,, ,,N,[\ t., \
MDMB

Join 0D, 0B and mark information on diagram.

From A0MD,

using Pythagoras' theorem

MDz +722 =732

.'. MD2 =732 -!22
=25

.'. MD=5

From AOMB

MBz +!22 =752

.'. MB2 =752 -722
=81

.'. MB=9

Now, DM = BM - MD

=9-5
=4The property above is used to

locate the centre of a circle
passing through any three non-cotlinear points.

t )r:t

t9
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f Angle propertles

r The angle at the centre of a circle
is double the angle at the circum-
ference standing on the same arc.

Given O is the centre , then:

/.AOB=2xIACB, or

tACB = lx IAOB

[See Test Yourself question 4]

: Arcs and chords

Any chord (AB in this diagram) divides the
circumference into two sections. In this diagram
the minor arc is ASB and the major arc is ATB.

Reflex angle at the centre

There are always two angles at the centre; one
stands on the major arc - the reflex angle, while
the other stands on the minor arc - the acute or
obtuse angle. This second type is the most
common and easiest to see. For example:
o Normal case (the acute or obtuse angle)

/.AOB=2xIACB, or

4ACB = lx 4AOB

Reflex angle at the centre case

Reflex IAOB=2xIADB
[both stand on the major arc ACB]

lf IAOB = 2xo, then

reflex IAOB = (360 - 2r).

and IADB = +(360 - 2r)" A

= (190 _ r).

The above diagram is often mistaken for the cyctic
quadritaterat diagram. A cyclic quadritatera[ diagram
requires atl vertices to be on the circumference.

The angle in a semi-circle
is a right angle.
Given AB is a diameter,
ILCB = 90o,

t,. t. lr)'l

20

. Angles in the same segment
are equal, (i.e. angles at the
circumference standing on the
same arc),
Given IADB, IACB standing
on arc AB,
thenZADB - ILCB.

U (ycllc quadrllaterals

r A cyclic quadrilateral is a quadrilateral with all
four vertices on the circumference of a circle.

r Concyclic points are points through which a circle
can be drawn, that is, all points lie on the
circumference of a circle.

The four vetices of a cyctic quadritatera[ are concyctic
points.

Opposite angles in a cyclic
quadrilateral are supplementary.

IDAB + /BCD = 180o, A

IABC+ZADC=180o

The exterior angle of a cyclic
quadrilateral is equal to the
interior opposite angle.
Given that ABCD is a cyclic
quadrilateral:

ICBE = ILDC

[Proof of this theorem is given in
Test Yourself question 5]

f Slmple examples lnvolvlng
angle propertles

The following examples are simple one or two step
problems involving finding the size of unknown
angles. They are intended to illustrate the properties
treated thus far. [See Test Yourself question 5]

7A\ $ o is arwavs the centre orthe circre

\ " > O l}ffi:how 
vour workins and incrude adequate
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a -ti3 - 112"

-rf3 - o"

-t3 = 66"

-l.lB = b"
a-c c.

a = 180 - 78 [opposite angtes of a cyctic quad't]

= 702

AE is a straight line
ICBE = 708'
ZADC = x'
FInd x.

x = 108 [exterior angte of a cyctic quad't]

AC is a diameter
lAcB - 46"
ICAB = x"
ZCBI = l'
Find x and y.

0C = 0B [equat radii]

.. ! = 46 [base angLes of isoscetes A]

But ZABC = 90" [angte in semi-circte]

.'. ZAB0 =90o - 46o

= 44"

ALso, A0 = 0B [equaL radii]

.'. x = 44 [base angl,es of isoscel.es A]

AB ll ED

AC is a straight [ine
ZDBC=700' 

A
Find x, y and z.

t
t z at the circum. = 1z at tne I:--1772=56 | 2 

|

Lcentre on the same arc I

a

a
-all

rcle

the

: = z x 66 = t3z [z at centre = ?x Zat the'l

Lcircum. on the same arc l

a
)

r3 is diameter

=rd c.

: = 90 [angte in a semi-circte]

/.ADB = 47"
IACB = x"
sind x.

IADB = 46'
ZDBC = 49"
IDAC = )/"
ZACB - xo

IAED = z'
Find x, y and z.

IDAB = 78'
ZDCB = a"
Find a.

c

@
D

@
)
-E

x = 47 [angtes in the same segment]
x=100
z =700

.'. I=180-100
=80

Q ,eon = ,ou"
ZPQR = x'
Find x.

[exterior Z of cyclic quad't]

[atternate zs, la ll rO]

[opposite Zs of cycLic quad't]

teP

wn
ties

x = 46 [anstes 
in the same sesment 

'l

fstanding on arc AB ]

v = 49 fansl,es 
in the same sesment 

-l

- 
Lstanding on arc DC .l

z = 780 -(ta + +s) [angte sum of AADE]

=85

a

[This is a reftex angte at the centre case. PQR0 is not a

cyctic quadritaterat. On[y three vertices lie on the circ[e.
The other vertex is at the centre.]

RefLex ZP0R stands on major arc PTR.

ZPQR is the angte at the circumference

on major arc PTR.

Reftex ZPOR = 360o - 746" [angtes at a point]

= 2!4"

[z.t.ir.rr. =!z^t1.'. x=707 I 2 -- 
|

[centre on major arc ]
T* lest \{tt"ttt"*11 qr: la p*g*s 28^3A
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Q zern = to"
ZPQR = y'
Find y.

[This is a cyctic

the circte.l

! = 180 -74
:.! =106

ZXYZ = 772"
ZX0Z = 0'
Find 0.

Reflex ZX0Z =2x772o

= 224o

:.0=360-224
= 736

zAlc - 740"
ZADC = a'
ZABC = b"
Find a and b.

a =70

quadritatera[ as atl four vertices lie on

[opposite angtes of cyctic quad't]

[Zatcentre =zxZatl
f.ir.rr. on major arc xz.l

[angtes at a point]

Q ,r, PS are tangents
PT=15cm
Find x.

Q o is centre
PT is a tangent touching at T

Zf0P = 630

llPf = x"
Find x.

AB, BC and ED are tangents
touching at A, C and F

respectivety.
AB=17cm,AE=4cm
ED=7cm,BD=xcm
Find x.

Look for:

x = 15 cm [tangents drawn from external point]

a

211lp =90. [radius 
drawn to I

[a point of contact]

... x=90-63 [zsumofA]
x =27

a
I

ii

0

[z.t.ir.rr. =)z^tl
fcentre on arc AC ]

AB=BC

.'. BC = 77 cm

Atso AE = EF

.'. EF=4cm
Then FD=3cm

But FD = DC

.'. DC=3cm

Then BD = 14 cm

.'. x=74

[tangents from point B]

[tangents from point E]

[ro = z cm]

[tangents from point D]

[ac = tz cm]

... b = 180 - 70 . fopposite 
anstes of I

[cyctic quad't ABCD _]

= 110

f Propertles of tangents
: The angle between a tangent

and a radius drawn to the ,--\r
point of contact is a right / ,^
angle. PT is a tangent at I ( ^/ )\,
O is the centre; then \ " I

IOTP = 90o \--l
r The lengths of tangents

drawn from an external \
point are equal. PS and PT
ire tangenis to the circle I \\
centre O from external I o' )a>,
point P, \ I

.'. PS = PT Ys
Icongruent triangles are
used after joining OT and OSI

O i;:H.;il,'r ir :ii .Ii'!,11,' lli,l 
i nro rm atio n on

f Further appllcatlons of
Pythagoras' theorem

@ yfi'ffi 
:1,?.1 ?:' ;:t ;:: T; il,il:? ??:'#f :,' "

trigonometry. Here Pythagoras' theorem is considered.

k: !I0 io lic:iqr!$
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0 ll rs r diameter of a circte,
rrtE 0 and radius 20 cm.
acr BC - 32 cm, find the
.rpr d the chord AC.

..ct dprd AC = x cm

b AB= 40 cm [radius = 20 cm]

Go ZACB = 90o [angte in a semi-circte]

Draw radii 0A and QB

Then Z0AB = ZQBA =90. [radii 
drawn to Roint I

[of contact of tangent-]

Draw QC ll AB, making ABQC a rectangte

[paral.tetogram with one right angte]

... CQ = AB

Let CQ=xcm

zocQ = 90'

A0 = 22cm

BQ=13cm

.'. AC = 13 cm

.'. 0C=9cm

Atso 0Q = 41 cm

Using Pythagoras'

x? +92 = 472

x2 = 472 -92
= 1600

:. x=40
The distance CQ and thus AB is 40 cm

The circtes. centre 0 and Q, share a tangent AB.

If the circtes have radii R and r respectivety and the
tength AB = t. show that d, the distance between

the centres, is given by d = Jt'+(n +r)'

'o'
c

Join radii 0A and QB, making right angtes at A and B.

Produce line QB and draw 0C ll AB to meet QB at C.

This forms rectangte 0ABC, giving a right angle at C.

Atso AB - 0C, 0A = BC

.'. BC=R and 0C=t
and ca=(R+r)

\P

b

)

Er. rsing Pythagoras' theorem

5 =BC2 +AC2

tg =Jl? a y2

r: = io? -322

= 576

, ='E76
=24

lr. rs 24 cm long

Q .a rs a tangent to a circte,
:lrtre 0 and radius 10 cm.
f AB is 24 cm, find the
cngtn of BC.

[RO is a straight tine]

[naOc is a rectangLe]

theorem in A0QC

c

t 6nd BC, we must first find B0.

_0AB = 90o [z between the radius and the I
Itangent to the point of contact_l

-et08-ycm
-sng Pythagoras'theorem in A0AB

082 =0A2 +AB2

Yz =702 +242

= 676

"' Y ="@6
=26

0B=26cm
ro,r BC = 0B - 0C

=26-70
=76

. BC is 16 cm tong

Circtes of radius 22 cm and 13 cm, with centres
0 and Q respectivety, share a tangent AB

common tangent). If the distance between
Jp centres is 41 cm, catcutate the tength AB.

Consider A0QC, and using Pythagoras'theorem n
d, =(R +r)'+t, o<L]i.*t

...6 = ^f,p 
*rfu1 --{

a

[oc is a radius = 1o cm]

a

re are

0r
Jered.

'.r "i 
(.1

23sion I - Circle Geometry
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f Ratlo theorems
r These theorems can be proved

triangles.

r The products of intercepts of
intersecting chords are equal.

AExEB=DExEC

Secants from an external
point B are illustrated in the
diagram. This is a case of (

chords produced inter-
secting at an external point.
Chords AD and CE are
extended to meet at B.

ThenABxBD=CBxBE

XY=25cm
XP=15cm
pT=ycm
Find the exact vatue ofy.

YP=40cm

vz = 40xt5 [Rroduct 
of intercepts of secantl

" 
L= square of tangent I

= 600

.'. J = J6oo

= 10J6

Q na -,.,
BP=12cm
CD-24cm
Dp =y cm

Find x and y.

J'. 
762 = ( x + tZ\tZ [Rroduct 

of intercepts of secant'l
\ / 

L= square of tangent I
256 

= x +72
72

27\ = x +72

.. r =9I

762 =( v +24\v fRroduct 
of intercepts of secant'l

L= square of tangent -l

... 256 = yz +Z4y

that is, y2 +24y -256 =0
(t +tz)(t -8)= o

:')/=-32orB
that is, y = g 

[tength must be positive]

f Two clrcle Propertles

r TWo circles touch if they
have a common tangent
at the point of contact.
Circles have point of
contact at C, which is
also common point of
contact of tangent BT.

r I{hen circles touch, the
line of centres passes
through the point of
contact. Line of centres
OQ passes through C

the common point of
contact of tangent BT.

using similar
a

End-point A

to intersection B

The square of the length
of the tangent is equal to
the product of the inter-
cepts of a secant drawn
from an external point.

pT2=QPxPR

Intersection B

to other end-point D

Q nr=4.,
EB=10cm
DE=12cm
EC=xcm
Find x.

'': 12xx=8x10
72x = 80

80

t?

=6?
3

Q ra =,.,
BC=8cm
DE=10cm
EC=6cm
Find x.

[intercepts of intersecting chords]

i!', AC = (x + 8)cm

DC=16cm

ACxCB=DCxCE

(x+e)x8=16x6 fint"tttpttor, I
lintersecting chordsl

:. x+8=72
x=4

ll.*"' Io Test Yoursell g<l to pogo 30
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I Algle ln the alternate segment a
o ?f r e tangent at T. AT is a

fu inrrn to the point of
,-* ZTSA is the angle
r rh. crcumference sub-
Fd.C t'r-chord AT. ZTSA
a1-le in the alternate
qtE rtlative to /,YIA.

r I nsie formed by a tangent to a circle with a
**t drarrn to the point of contact is equal to any
qr m the alternate segment.

im the diagram, IPTA = ITSA,

-Lbo mte that ZRTS = ITAS for the same reason
:attnt RT, chord TSl.

Q t = fE centre of the circte.
r:s a tangent to the circte

=roing the circte at T.

( .rd TS are chords of the

=r=e-_z\ - 380

=rd Ute size of ZT0A

But 0P = 0Q [equat radii]

.'. Z\QP = Z}PQ [base angtes of isosc. A]

= 1(tao. _ zo.)

= 52o

Then ZPQR = tlQP +Z0QR

= 52" + 47o

= 99o

Then IRPQ = 43' lZsum of APRA]

But ZUPR = ZOPQ - ZRPQ

= 52" - 43"

=9o

Ac ll BD

Prove that ZACE = ZCAE

ZPRQ = 38'
ZOQR = 47'
Find Z0PR

Let ZACE=0"

.'. ZEDB=0'

and ICAB=0

Then IACE = ZCAE

AB, CD are diameters
ICAB = 49"
Find IADC

A0=0C

ZACO = 49"

But IACB=90"

.'. ZOCB = 47"

Also 0C = 0B

.'. ZIBC = 41"

and ZADC=47"

AB ll DC and ABCD is
a cyctic quadritaterat.
Prove that ZADC = ZBCD

ZpOe=76" [Zatcentre =2x21
fat circum. on arc pQ]

I

a

ZTSA = 38" [angte in atternate segment]

. .,OA = 76o [z at centre = 2x Z at circum. 
'l

[on same arc AT -]

I Worked examples uslng
thluctlve reasonlng

[atternate angtes, AC ll BD]

[angtes in same segment I
Lon arc Cs ]
[uottr et

equat radii]

base angtes of isosc. A]

angte in a semi-circte]

90'- 49"]

equat radii]

base angtes of isosc. A]

[angtes in same segment]

a.In atl diagrams, 0 is the centre of the circ[e.
.Atways draw a clear diagram.
.Mark on the diagram atl the given information.
.lYork from the known towards the unknown.
. If you become [ost, check that you have used at[ the

data.
.Any known facts can be used - you cannot use the

fuct that you are asked to prove.

a Z0AB = 46'

find ZACB

A0=08
.'. ZAB0 = 46"

:. zA0B = 180. - (46. + 46.)

[equat radii]

[base angtes of isoscetes A] a

= 88o

.'. ZACB = 44"

[angte sum of A]

[z .t .ir.rr. = lrl
[at centre on arc AB-]

3t-33

25rnl :;:-CircleGeometry
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a

Let ZDAB= ao

... zADc = (rao _ o).
and ZDCB = (rAO _ o).
.'. ZADC= IBCD

AF ll BE and ABEF is
a cyclic quadritaterat.
Prove that ZCBE = ZDEB

Let /.ACD = x"
Then ZBCE = xo

But ZBCE= ZCDE

.'. ICDE = x'
Then ZACD = ICDE

.'. AB llDE

ZBDC = o"

and ZABD = e"

[co-interior Zs, Ae ll CD]

[opp. Zs of cyctic quad' t]

[uo*r (rao - of]

Iaata]

[angte in atternate segment]

[lottr xt
[Rair ot atternate Zs equat]

[Zs in same segment]

[Zs in same segment]

But ZADC+ ZABC = 180.

.'. a +b +c +€ = 180

Q Cir., that TA and TB

are tangents to a circte
centre 0 and IIAB = 0.,
prove that ATB0 is a

cyctic quadritaterat.

TA=TB

.'. ZTBA=0"

Then ZATB = 1.80" - 20"

But ZTAB= ZAQB

.'. ZAQB = 0"

and Z.A0B=20"

This is what your diagram
shoutd [ook like before you
attempt to write down any
steps of your working.

[opposite Zs ofl
Lcyctic quad't ]

a

Let ZEBC=0"

.'. ZFAB = O" [corresponding Zs, AF ll BE]

and ZDEB = 0" [externat Z of cycLic quad't]

... zcBE = LDEB [both et

Given that AB is a tangent
at C and ZACD = ZBCE,
prove that DE ll AB

[tangents from an I
fexternat point -]

[base zs of isosc. A]

[Z sum of a]

[Z in aLternate segment]

[Z at centre = 2x Z atl
l.ir.rr. on arc AB ]

Now ZA0B + ZATB=20o + 18Oo-2eo

= 180"

.'. ATB0 is a cyctic quadrilateral fonnosite 
anstes 

'l

[supplementary ]

Q Ciu.n that TR is a tangent q-
at S, prove that ,/'l\ \
tPlS=zxZPSI / /N \.*

\/^)r
LCt IPST =OO Y
Now ZPQS = ZPST [Z in aLternate segment]

.'. ZPQS = 0'

But aPOS=zxZPQS [Zatcentre =zxzl
fat circum. on arc pS 

_]

=20
.'. lPlS=2xZPSI

Q Cir., that ABCD is a cyctic
quadritateral and ZCAB = a",
ZADB = b, ZDBC = co ,

ZACD = eo, prove that
o+b+c+e-1800

Sltr' To
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EL Key polnts

Hints on answering questions

o Always draw a clear diagram and mark on the
diagram all given information.

o Work from the known towards the desired result.

r If an angle is required, mark sizes of angles on the
diagram as you find them. If it is a deductive
question it is generally useful to label one of the
angles with a pronumeral (one of the angles in the
result).

. If sides are involved, consider isosceles triangles
or congruent triangles.

o If you become lost, check that all given
information has been used.

o Use any hints given in the question.

Y*urself go i0 r,sg6$

continued ...
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ol circle properties

-.:t:- :.r-rt required)

. ]:fr'ition of circle, centre, radius, diameter, arc,
*-1-r iegment, chord, tangent, concyclic points,
: -.- ;uadrilateral, subtend.

o 3r circles touch if ihey have a common tangent
r =r :,cint of contact.

. i^lr:l .rrcs on equal circles subtend equal angles
ir - centre (and the converse).

. l'c entle at the centre is twice the angle at the
:--:-:ilerence subtended by the same arc.

r r--r trr8€nt is perpendicular to a radius drawn
r: =e point of contact (and the converse).

Srry ol circle properties

lr:r:.3 may be required)

. l-= perpendicular line from the centre to a chord

-;a1s it (and the converse).

. E{rrl chords in equal circles are equidistant from

- centre (and the converse).

. -lrtles in the same segment are equal.

. -f. engle in a semi-circle is a right angle.

'Opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral are

=lplementary (and the converse).

. 3e exterior angle of a cyclic quadrilateral equals

- interior opposite angle.

. 3e angle between a tangent and a chord through
5e point of contact equals the angle in the
riternate segment.

. Iengents from an external point are equal.

o it-hen circles touch, the line of centres passes
Crrough the point of contact.

. -{ny three non-collinear points lie on a unique
drcle, whose centre is the point of concurrency of
tre perpendicular bisectors of the intervals joining
tre points.

o If an interval subtends equal angles at two points
on the same side of it, then the end points of the
interval and the two points are concyclic.

. The products of the intercepts of two intersecting
chords are equal.

. The square of the length of the tangent from an
external point is equal to the product of the
intercepts of the secant passing through this point.


